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A meeting of the Banffshire Field Club was
held this evening, Sheriff J. W. More in the
chair. The chief business was a paper by Rev.
Dr Bruce, Banff, on
Bird Migration and Mating,
which was in the following terms—
This is April, and for Field Clubs it is one
of the most interesting months of the year.
March is Mars, the god of war, and many
elements carry on. war in its time—frosts and
snows and winds and torrents of ram, although
in 1929, after a biting cold beginning it belied
its name entirely, and gave us much of May.
We only hope May may not give us March
weather, and bite with frosts and cold winds
the buds so very early opened by April—Aperio
—the opening month.
.
Buds open, flowers open, grasses open—all in
April. Birds, too, begin to build their nests,
after having migrated to our colder climate
from warmer lands. The lapwings return from
the fens, the swifts and swallows hasten back
from Egypt and Algiers-"they know no winter
in their year." Two days or nights of flight
in October or earlier carried them south to
sunny climes, now they make their return
journey. The dotterel waits for a warm south
wind from Africa and it is affirmed he will
take supper in Tunis or Morocco and will
actually (for he always migrates by night)
[have his breakfast in Denmark or England.
In two days the swallow will leave Lakes Nyassa and Tanganika and be up to Geneva or
Dresden, and after a rest will migrate to Scotland and Scandinavia. Wonderful is the power
of instinct and of flight when mating begins
and love calls to the honeymooning. In the
Spring" (if we may paraphrase "Locksley
Hall") the swallow's fancy lightly turns to
thoughts of love. We all belong to the Animal
Kingdom, and men and birds, in April, think
much of mating.
This strange thing, migration, is a dominant
feature in all bird life. It is a powerful mass
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movement of the whole species. Cage a c a n a r y
or a linnet, and notice how restless he gets in
April to go north and how restless again in
October to get south. A deep instinct guides
and governs. He wants the colder r a n g e in
Spring to build his nest and breed. He wants
the warmer range in Autumn to pass safely h i s
winter and get his food
Don't confuse this with the over-spill of a
crowded city population like London t h a t
simply must move out to Kent or Surrey or
Hertfordshire to get room to live in. Don't
confuse it with the southward trend of t h e
great cod and herring shoals t h a t breed by t h e
hundreds of millions up Iceland way and must
go south to leave room for other millions a n d
multi-millions still breeding behind them.
Migration is wholly a different phenomenon.
I t is entirely a m a t t e r of the seasons and of
Nature's seasonal periodicities. The squirrel
and the mole hibernate underground or in
holes in trees or roots, or in stone dykes like
the bumble bee. But t h e bird of the wing
need not so winter. The feathers let h i m fly,
and the free air carries him south a f t e r the
sun. He escapes winter by his migratory flight,
and that flight is forced upon him, not by
knowledge of the dangers of a winter in Scotland, but by instinctive impulses and a deep
organic urge. This urge sends them south in
autumn and brings them back to us in spring.
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Migration may be called a racial habit, or it
may be spoken of as p a r t of the hereditary
make-up of the birds. The universality of it
and its invariable success point, I t h i n k (you
may differ) to a strong, instinctive impulse,
born with the bird. There must be some internal force compelling it and working with
the external periodicities of the whole of t h e
Spring and Autumn environment.
The Stimulating Force.
(1) What is the internal force t h a t stimulates? Some naturalists call it a n awareness
of the seasons. That does not help much.
Others speak of it as a movement in the nerves
and muscles of the bird, p a r t of its organic
structure and of course requiring a liberating
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stimulus to set them in operation. But what is
this migratory stimulus?
It must clearly be something in the brain or
in the blood that works along muscles, and
makes birds so restless as to be thoroughly discontented with their present place of abode.
There is in Autumn the pressure of a colder
temperature compelling thoughts of some
wished for climate that is warmer, and in
Spring of a cooler climate and more fit for
nesting, and for breeding their young. These
external changes work along with the internal
instinct andl pull the trigger and set free the
strong migratory impulses.
Often in September the young and immature
birds feel it first and fly away south before
their parents. The stimulus is not from reason
or intelligence, it is something acting in the
nerve and the blood and enregistered in the
whole organic system of birds. Others give
different answers; but that is the only satisfactory one I can think of or support.
(2) Of course it is possible that there is
tradition in the bird family and that they
have learned the benefits of migration in both
climate and food from their parents. But this
does not fit in with the fact that the young
swifts and swallows migrate often a fortnight
before the parent birds; nor with the case of
the cuckoo where the elder bird goes off in
August and leaves the young to follow of
their own accord, which they do six weeks
later.
(3) The origin of migration is, as we said, the
desire to escape winter frosts and cold. Some
animals evade it by hibernation or by coma
hut most by change of climate. Another
reason is the supply of food, which in frost
ceases; while in Africa it multiplies in November and December. A third is over-crowding
of young after breeding and the struggle for
existence, all these drive to migration and help
the evolution of the species. They also tend no
doubt to liberate other stimuli which lead to
migration.
It is a fact that eels migrate and leave the
deep Atlantic Ocean for shallow seas and lochs
and rivers—the Baltic and the Elbe and our
Scottish rivers, these get them by millions. But
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within two years they get restless. A change
in their blood takes place and they return from
ponds and rivers to the deep sea, moved by
these liberating stimuli to seek a new and
larger space in which to spawn.
I t is a
similar stimulus t h a t drives the swallow from
Africa to Scotland that she may get a better
breeding place and a cooler climate for her
callow fledglings.
A Seasonal Movement.
(4) Hence too there is a regular seasonal
order in the arrival and departure of the birds.
The ebb and flow is as fixed as t h a t of the
moon-drawn tides. Most of our spring departures (fieldfares, &c.) are in March and first
week of April, while most of our spring arrivals take place in April and May. Swifts and
swallows come to Banff usually in the first or
second week of May, bringing Spring in their
sweet notes. They congregate a t Cairo, face
the Mediterranean, cross the Levant, strike
down the Elbe, the Rhine and the Seine, and
reach their summer quarters with us after a
flight of 1200 to 1400 miles. They have felt the
love promptings of their honeymoon, and never
rest till the nest be built and the eggs be laid.
And usually the older birds come first.
The autumnal flight is not less certain. Many
flocks of young birds set off alone before their
parents, led southward by an unerring instinct,
and reversing the order of the spring migration
when the older birds precede. The "cuckoo,
however, is an exception, for whenever she has
laid her eggs she goes, six or eight weeks before
her chicks follow. Further there is a contrast
in the manner of the spring and summer
flights. In Spring the love instinct is very
strong and the need of nesting drives the birds
northwards with much impetuosity. But no
such stimulus operates iu autumn, and slowly,
and bit by bit they go south, 50 miles and then
a few days rest, 50 or 100 again and with another rest. So it is with our returning winter
visitors from Iceland and Norway. A fortnight
may be spent on the way till the fieldfare find
his final winter quarters in Bay of Banff. The
tremendous stimulus of the instinctive impulse
of spring does not seem to be so operative in
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autumn, when all that urges is just the desire
to find warmer winter quarters and sunnier
skies with more abundance of food.
The Reproductive Cycle.
We come next to a different matter in the
reproductive cycle of bird life. Courtship and
mating are a necessary stage in all parts of
the animal kingdom. It is of the highest biological importance that the promptings of the
creative impulses should make themselves normally assertive in Spring. In various ways
Nature brings this about, for she is most
determined that the species shall be continued
and so by liberation of chemical excitants the
whole constitution of bird life is transformed.
It is of course seen among birds in crude expression f a r beneath love-making and courtship among ourselves, but still it is there and
has its own ways of exhibiting affection and
chivalry and devotion of the male bird to the
female and of parents to their young. All
mating among birds proceeds from an instinctive organic impulse planted in them by their
Creator for the highest ends and is accompanied also by the best emotions. Just now
the songs of the birds are love songs. The
robin and yellow hammer, the titmouse and
hedge sparrow, the blackbird and thrush have
already begun to sing to their mates who sit
upon the nest and keep warm the first egg.
The flame is often intensified by external influences of weather or of diet.
You must have noticed that in this amatory
season there is a wonderful richness in every
chorister's voice. The mallard or wild duck is
returning from Holland and the Fen country,
and her cry is loud and cheerful. The oyster
catcher, too, is nesting at the beach and her
song is a whistle of the brightest. By 5
a.m. thrushes and blackbirds and robins are
singing their morning psalms and making the
air merry with their music. On the Deveron
the merganser up at Eden (a most beautiful
bird and with a more elegant form than the
goosander) has a song that cannot be called
lovely, being too like the goose and the eider
duck; but just now it is loud and a note of
love is in it.
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The common corn-bunting is a well-known
bird and remains with us throughout the year.
He is not one whose song is winning in autumn,
and I have not heard him sing at all in winter.
Yet his summer music is not melodious, wanting vivacity and apparently half-hearted, somewhat like the noise of the shingle when the
wave recedes from the beach. But just now a
note enters into it. I t becomes distinctly
amatory and soothing. If it is not melodious,
it is pleasing and winning as he sits on a whin
bush or low paling and pipes to his mate
among the grass, incubating her eggs.
The yellow hammer is another well-known
bird, one of the species of buntings also. It
delights to find a position in my garden on the
prominent branch of a n apple tree, or tall
currant bush. (One in Dr. M'Pherson's garden
last week.) He has very light plumage of lovely
yellow on neck and breast, and his flanks a r e
streaked with brownish red and madder, while
he possesses a slim and very graceful figure. He
is a great singer in April and May, indeed, he
excels in telling us of his happy honeymoon in
a loud and prolonged note of intense delight.
It somewhat resembles the lengthened note of
the blue titmouse, who also nests among a large
heap of pea-stakes near my study window. In
our rural parts there is a story, an old tale
in a children's school book, of the bird having
distinctly said "it liked bread but not cheese"
borrowed of course from its prolonged single
note which is very like " no c-h-e-e-s-e, no
c-h-e-e-s-e." This is uttered with a pause of a
minute between, five or six times. Then after
say five minutes is again resumed a n d continued for hours on end while the mate quietly
sits on her nest near a t hand. .
Many cottars and peasants dislike t h e bird
because of a superstitious belief t h a t its song
does not make you think of cheese or of anything choice, but really means "you're a cheat,
a cheat" and all, to some as much as hints
"Satan will have you," a vast and vile mistake. The young birds are most beautiful in
August and September, and in point of gay
plumage cannot be beaten by canaries.
A bird that stays with us all through the
winter and begins very early to prepare his
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nestandchoose his mate is the common starling. By the first week in February this year
the two birds had mated and got engaged and
started on their journeys for straws and bits
of rag and withered grasses. The plumage of
the male becomes more attractive and his song
has a more striking note in it as long as the
love-impulse lasts. The starlings are now getting fewer and in some districts have (I don't
know why) almost disappeared. This we regret, for they a r e very companionable birds,
and the house chimneys aud our lawns will be
lonely without them.
Occasionally we find a love tournament takes
place, and then a contest of song takes place
like what we see at choir festivals. I have
not myself been present a t one, but have often
heard of them. The birds are rivals in a somewhat fierce tournament and each tries to sing
his neighbour down. Of course the males in
such contests go to the front and give elaborate
displays of their vocal powers. Sometimes they
indulge in strutting dances or something approaching to it, and there is great physical
excitment on these occasions. Even birds seem
to know something of vanity and the love of
display before their lady admirers.
Another point that concerns our subject tonight is as to what characters or features express themselves in the two sizes of birds. With
ourselves man is man and woman is woman,
and the lines of character of the two sizes are
clearly and distinctly maintained all through
life. Is it so with birds? Can we see distinct
traces of male and female temperaments and
tastes and characters?
In such cases as the barnyard cock and hen,
ill the duck and drake, in the peahen and peacock, and in the turkey hen and turkey cock,
the features of male and female are very distinct. In them the sex dimorphism is outstanding. As a rule the males are the more handseme and finely feathered. It is so in the
eagle, the buzzard, and the hawks, but in the
case of the latter the female is from 2 and 3
inches longer than the male.
But while the males are the more exuberant
in flashy feathers (especially in the case of the
peacock and barnyard cock) still they seem to
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betied to a decided difference in their shape
and in the beauty of their l'orm. The female
bird has her own type beauty, and she develops it on feminine lines, just as women do
in the human sex. You know t h a t a hen chaffinch possesses a beauty of her own, and I do
not think it is inferior to that of the male
chaffinch. Masculinity in birds takes one
shape, but the forms and blend of the female
have a beauty of their own. Why is the contrast of sex so very obtrusive in peacocks and
turkeys, and so hidden in birds like the waterousel and the swallow? Besides in a number
of Australian and Indian birds the female has
the outward structural features of a male and
is both larger in size and more ornate and
decorative in her leathered display. She, in
fact, imitates our ladies who pay more attention to dress than men do. This dimorphism
in peacocks aud barnyard fowls between the
males and females no doubt connects intimately with parental care and its associated
duties. The male must go out and fight for
both and get food, the female must quietly
incubate and fill the nest. Her mothering of
the young brood in a hazardous experiment,
for enemies are numerous, and like the hen, she
must shelter with her wings the chicks t h a t
attract the hawk and carrion crow.
The tendency to brood is a normal instinct
in the female bird. It is enregistered in her
and is part of her physiological basis, and as
a rule persists through life, though sometimes
it quickly disappears when the eggs refuse to
hatch after 23 or 24 days. Then the instinct
becomes inert and may continue so for ever or
only until the next Spring. Even if at first the
eggs be addled the mother will sit on them for
the normal period. The promptings of instinct
must be obeyed and they will imperatively
operate until some external change pulls the
trigger and switches off the current.
Usually the female alone incubates, sometimes, as with the ostrich, both parents do it
in turn. Very rarely, as with the emu, the
male alone sits on the eggs. Of course the
whole meaning of incubation is t h a t it brings
the warm blood of the mother nearer to the
egg. This may be done by a warm lamp inside
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an incubator and then the eggs being sheltered
from enemies and kept normally warm are developed quickly and safely.
The time of incubation differs much in different species. The common pigeon needs. only 18
days. The turtle dove but 14 days.
Most
birds and barnyard fowls require 20 to 23 days.
A Biological Study.
The biological study of mating and of nestbuilding and incubation is of great interest to
every bird lover. It almost drives one to
think that- birds have as much variety of tastes
for nests as men and women have for different
styles of houses and of architecture. We have
not reached the end of our study of the psychology of the bird. Some birds build no nests.
The little tern down on our links simply
scrapes a hole in the sand or bents and drops
her eggs into it. The guillemots and razorbills down a t Troup Head put a few sticks together to prevent their eggs from rolling off
the bare ledge of the rock, or blown away
by the wind. Yet they will always go back to
the same bare lodgings. Some, like the sandmartin, dig holes or tunnels into the sand banks
or occasionally make use of rabbit holes. The
puffin likes to find a big crack or hole in the
sea cliff and insert its nest in that safe hiding
place. The woodpecker prefers a hole in the
tree in which to hide its eggs
Some, in building their nest, use saliva from
their mouth and mix the materials with it into
a glued substance. Others glue hairs and
feathers and moss together and make, like the
thrush, a very comfortable nest of circular
shape. While others, like our lovely chaffinches
(in my pea-stakes) begin mathematically with
a foundation of interwoven straws and grass
and rushes, on which they build a shapely circular nest of moss and tender grasses and line
it all with small feathers from their own
breasts and bodies. All birds desire to conceal
their nests and know well how to camouflage
them from the cat and the hawk. The study of
nests is one for field club members and we
ought to have a paper upon them. The owl's
nest in the Duff House grounds is a piece of
rare architecture, and some brave young lad
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with a ladder and rope might easily reach it
and describe it.
Looking a t the matter psychologically, does
the nest shape and structure depend on the
bird's mind? or is it entirely a matter of instinct? Several naturalists would say t h a t instinct alone is not enough and t h a t they copy
the nests in which they were born and the
tradition handed down is an addition to instinct.
One doubts this view, because there seems to
be nothing that is learned by education. The
young starling of last year knows as well as
its mother and a t once without hesitation constructs its own nest. The young robin does not
experiment on it. He finds the hole in the
dyke and without an apprenticeship a t the
trade constructs a perfect nest. He is a born
artist, and we could wish our masons and
architects had his inborn gifts and made no
mistakes. They need a long training, but the
bird does it instinctively without requiring
any help from bird traditions.
He is
a born and instinctive artist of the first water.
He does not reason it out in his mind, but
there is horn with him a knowledge, an awareness of the need of a nest and the form of
a nest and at once in springtime he goes to
work and sets about the reproduction of his
species.
Happy animal! Don't we human beings in
this respect come far behind him? We take a
long time and much consideration to find a
wife, and having found her, a still longer time
to build her a suitable nesting place and to
furnish it a t much expense. So much so and
so expensive is the process since the war, t h a t
very few build their own houses, as we did
50 years ago, and demand t h a t the nation
build for us in big housing schemes.
([Story of a Carpenter in Banff—bought 6 trees
on Hill of Alvah—sawmill cut them—built a
wooden house in his back garden—let his stonebuilt one in summer—made his rent.] He
buildedbetter than he knew—the bird and the
humble bee were his models.)
I should have liked, had I time, to speak of
the education of the young birds, their food,
and especially their defence against enemies
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by their mothers, and of t h a t strange creature,
the cuckoo, whom I meet a t Braemar every
summer, and there lays her eggs in the hedgesparrow's or pipit's nests and leaves them to
foster parents, and then leaves for the south
in August, six weeks before her young migrate
to France and Africa. Still more should I have
liked t o speak of the social life and conventions
of the rookery a t Bachlaw Wood (250 nests)
which I have known and watched for 60 years
and more. But time forbids.
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At the close some discussion ensued and Dr
Bruce was warmly thanked for his interesting
contribution.

